Half Brained website?
Iain Scott highlights how dental websites need to focus not only on aesthetics, but also on function

You may be aware that the different sides of the brain are responsible for different functions; the left half of the brain is logical, analytical and objective, whereas the right half is random, intuitive, creative and subjective. In the many of people, one side of the brain is dominant leading to distinct personalities and skill sets: left brained people tend to be methodical, organised, technical, deep thinkers, while right brained people are geared towards being creative, abstract and conceptual thinking.

Looking around our studio, I see developers typing away, boxes furnuved in concentra- tion, writing the lines of code and planning the infrastructure that makes our websites work. Clearly they are left brained. Across from me I can see David, our lead designer; he’s leaning back in his chair, focusing on his sketch pad, thinking about design concepts and ideas for one of our current projects, creativity oozing from him: clearly he’s right brained, guided by his imagination and powers of visualisation.

Not a team effort
It is amazing how many dental websites I see that have clearly been put together by only a designer: they’ll be visually exciting, quite often with striking graphics or animations, but lack easy navigation, the structure is not intuitive and they are virtually invisible to the search engines. Alternatively there are many that have been put together by only a developer or programmer: the website design will be laid out in an orderly fashion, there may be one or two graphics, but nothing creative. On the other hand, it will probably do well from an SEO point of view (attraction) as the content will be well organised, and it’ll have been built with future updates in mind.

However, will it actually promote the practice and lead to increased sales, almost certainly not! Clearly, more attention is required for conversion.

For both types of websites, I’d describe them as being only half brained, not through any fault of the site author, but just because of the way the human brain functions.

This is the advantage of using a good web design agency that have a team in place with both right brained designers and left brained developers working on the website design projects. Their work is balanced and effective; it attracts qualified potential patients through effective Search Engine Optimisation, and then converts them into paying patients through excellent conversion tools from the design.

Are you happy with your website?
So look at your website objectively: is it only half brained or have you achieved that rare website nirvana? That is, a fully brained website with both beautiful web design and excellent technical functionality. If you have, you’ll be attracting and converting more patients than you can deal with, which I’m sure you’ll agree, is a great situation to find yourself in.
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